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INTRODUCTION
1.

We are pleased to present our suggestions for items to be included on the New Town Heritage Register. The Register comes at an
interesting point in the history of Milton Keynes, the more so because of the fortuitous coincidence of the work undertaken by the C20
Society in looking at modern Conservation Areas.

2.

We think that it is important that the Register should tell the full story of the development of the New City – people should be able to read
it and see those developments that were critical to the way in history of Milton Keynes.

3.

The number of suggestions that we have made means that it would have been too time consuming to have provided detailed entries
(and, indeed, photographs) to support each of our nominations. However we can provide this if necessary.

4.

We have identified the sites using either their original MKDC Site Reference or, in the event of one-off buildings, the name of the original
occupier. We feel it is important to be able to document the historic thread so that people looking into archives in the future will be able
to identify the site accordingly. We are conscious that names and occupiers continually change but the one fix is the original description.

5.

Each residential site has been further identified by the name of a main road that (if possible) is entirely within the development itself.

6.

We are conscious that our entries are restricted to the knowledge of our members. We are particularly weak upon Bucks County Council
schools and the Open University, for example, and we hope that others may be able to fill this void, as well as others that may exist.

7.

As well as individual buildings we think that there are a number of larger areas (which we have termed “Character Areas”) that should be
included on the Register, because of their importance. We feel that these should be included on the Register in their own right.

8.

We are aware that the Council is currently undertaking a review of the existing Conservation Areas and would reiterate our earlier
proposal that appropriate enlargements should be considered to incorporate appropriate entries on the Register: Great Linford Cricket
Green and Woughton on the Green are two particular examples that have occurred to us in our work.

9.

We also feel that it is appropriate to consider new Conservation Areas, taking the recent work undertaken by the C20 Society as our lead.
We have already proposed (as part of our response to Plan:MK) that the three exhibition villages should be designated as such and,
following the Society’s recommendation for Eaglestone we think that the discussions around the Register are an ideal time to look at this

whole subject.
10.

It is not our wish, in making any of our proposals, that the Register should be used as a process by which existing buildings should be
fossilised – far from it – we accept that a dynamic city has to grow and change. However, it is our intention that the inclusion of entries on
the Register will draw attention to them; that residents and others will appreciate that they are special in some way and that any
alterations or replacements will be more sympathetic than might otherwise result.

11.

We have proposed, as part of our response to Plan:MK, that the Register should be used as a benchmark and that, if it is proposed that
an entry upon the Register should be demolished, then its replacement must be of a sufficiently high standard to anticipate inclusion
upon the Register in subsequent reviews. This will ensure that the architectural quality of the city (which has resulted after much time,
effort, heartache and expense) will not be diluted on a dripfeed basis

12.

We see this and other submissions as being very much the first part of compiling the Register and look forward to working with the
Council to develop it into its final form.

PROPOSED REGISTER ENTRIES
The following pages contain nominations from the Forum for inclusion in the Register.

Bancroft

Concrete Cows

Monks Way

Liz Leyh/Bill Billings

MKF003

Beanhill

Beanhill 1 and Local Centre

Maslin Drive

Foster Associates

MKF004

Blakelands North

Blakelands North Phases 1,2 and 3 AFUs

Tanners Drive

MKDC

MKF005

Bletchley

Activity Centre

Melrose Avenue

Colquhoun and Miller

MKF006

Bletchley

Sherwood House (former)

Sherwood Drive

MKDC

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

COMMENTS
Individual design - part of a group of distinctive designs for such

✔

MKF002

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
MKDC

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Hadrians Drive

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Small Meeting Place

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Bancroft

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF001

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ Now known as Challenge House. First major office scheme by

Bletchley

Sycamore Club

Drayton Road

Faulkner-Brown, Hendy, Watkinson, Stonor

MKF008

Bletchley

Telephone Rentals (former)

Water Eaton Road

MKDC

MKF009

Blue Bridge

Mausoleum

1 Culbertson Lane

Salvesen Homes

MKF010

Bolbeck Park

Bolbeck Park 1

Montgomery Crescent

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF011

Bradwell

Bradwell 3

Lenthall Close

MKDC

✔

✔

✔

MKF012

Bradwell

Bradwell 5/5A

Scatterill Close

Stephen Gardiner

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

MKF013

Bradwell

Bradwell 8

Atterbrook

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

Enduring symbol of the city and the artwork for which we are
known. Whilst this is not the original herd (it was a copy made by
Bill Billings) it is in the original location. Two of the cows were
exhibited at the Venice Biennale in 2014. Pevsner (p503).
Distinctive early design by the country's foremost 20th Century
architect. Widely published and important for establishing the
early design reputation for the city. Whilst the pitched roofs are a
later addition by MKDC we do not feel that this overides the
inclusion of Beanhill on the Register and, in fact, they hark back to
Foster's original proposal for the scheme. Pevsner (p504).
The best of MKDC's large programme of such units. Phase 1
consists of terraces, sleekly detailed and with car parking in a
landscaped setting and, whilst the colour scheme has changed we
do not feel that this detracts from the overall high quality of the
design. Phases 2 and 3 are standalone units with ribbed steel and
glazing. Pevsner (p505).
Distinctive design by architects with a national reputation.
Published in various architectural magazines eg Architect's Journal.

✔ ✔

MKF007

✔

✔ facilities across the city.

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

MKDC with distinctive brises soleil. Has Group Value with the
Listed sculpure by Bernard Schottlander (2MS Series No 1) which
stands in front of the building. The building contained the original
Council Chamber for MK Council prior to the construction of the
Civic Offices. Pevsner (p510).
Modern design by architects with a national reputation, built at
the same time as their work on Bletchley Leisure Centre and the
Civic Offices.
Latterly known as Mercury House. Cool Miesian design predating
the offices in CMK. Pevsner (p510).
The unique design in a larger development of speculative housing
references the remains of a Roman Mausoleum that was found on
the adjacent open space to the west of the site.
One of the most decorative of MKDC's shared ownership schemes
with plentiful brick detailing and mixing different coloured bricks
on the elevations. The formal arrangemnt of detached "pavilion"
houses around the head of the Local Park is particularly notable.
Pevsner (p510).
Careful village related scheme with judicious use of stained
boarding and artificial slates to add interest. Clever arrangement
of parking in courts and front and rear. Pevsner (p512).
Simple forms with pebbledash and distinctive bays and porches by
an architct more widely known for his journalism rather than
designs. Pevsner (p510).
Simple, well-detailed scheme inserted into the heart of the village.
Pevsner (p512).

✔

✔ ✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
Bucks County Council

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Scatterill Close

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Priory Common School

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Bradwell

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF014

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

MKF015

Bradwell Abbey

Bradwell Abbey 1 Advance Factory Units

Alston Drive

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF016

Bradwell Abbey

Bradwell Abbey 2 Workshops

Alston Drive

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF017

Bradwell Abbey

Bradwell Abbey 3 Workshops

Alston Drive

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF018

Bradwell Abbey

J and N Export (former)

Alston Drive

Denton Tunley Scott

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF019

Bradwell Abbey

Petrol Filling Station

H3 Monks Way

Addison Design Consultants

MKF020

Bradwell Common

Bradwell Common 1

Bradwell Common Boulevard

Martin Richardson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

MKF021

Bradwell Common

Bradwell Common 2

Bradwell Common Boulevard

Edward Cullinan Architects

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

MKF022

Bradwell Common

Bradwell Common 4,5 and 7 (part)

Bradwell Common Boulevard

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

MKF023

Bradwell Common

Bradwell Common 6

Naphill Place

MacCormac Jamieson and Prichard

✔

✔

✔

MKF024

Bradwell Common

Homeworld 81 Exhibition Site

Coleshill Place

Various

✔

✔

✔

✔

COMMENTS

✔ One of the first schools to show a bolder approach in breaking

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

away from the County Council's more domestic scale of building.
Job architect (Susan Stewart) was included in the RIBA "Forty
Under Forty" exhibition in 1988. Pevsner (p512).
Bold use of ribbed steel and mirror glass - an unexpected finish for
such units. Car parking at front of units in heavily landscaped
courts. Pevsner (p514).
Domestic finish in contrast to steel cladding used elsewhere at the
same time. Pevsner (p514).
High tech version of small units in contrast to adjacent Bradwell
Abbey 2. Crisply detailed and although there has been some later
brick infilling of the front elevations this does not attract from the
overall quality of the scheme. Pevsner (p514).
Standalone industrial building in the idiom of adjacent buildings by
MKDC. Central atrium. Featured in Building (24 Oct 1986) Pevsner
(p514).
Prototype by BP for a worldwide design concept (subsequently
abandoned) in which the filling station site was to be covered by a
spaceframe with differing roofing materials according to client and
location
Distinguished scheme by architect with a national reputation
harking back to the mews courts and terraces of London. Widely
published eg Architectural Review (October 1981). Pevsner
(p514).
Distinguished scheme by architect with national reputation.
Widely published eg RIBA Journal (March 1981) Pevsner (p515).
The frontage to the western half of the Boulevard is formed of two
storey housing punctuated by three storey "pop-ups" (formed
from smaller units - two maisonettes and two flats) that make a
powerful impact upon the street scene. We propose that the
"Register entry" relates to the Boulevard frontage only of these
three schemes and does not include the housing east of Hadley
Place. Site 4 (eg Dorney Place) was widely illustrated and featured
in many MKDC publications. Pevsner (p515).
Small scale, well detailed scheme by architect with a national
reputation. Pevsner (p515).
Site of a major international housing exhibition that was planned
to focus attention upon the opportunities for private
housebuilding in the city. Rare example of its type and exhibition
buildings are largely unaltered. Register entry should relate to the
exhibition houses only and exclude those dwellings built upon
plots that were used for temporary purposes during the exhibition.
One of the houses (the Solar House) was featured in the film "The
Fourth Protocol". Pevsner (p515).

MKF026

Bradwell Common

Petrol Filling Station

H5 Portway

David Tuckley Associates

MKF027

Calverton End

Calverton End 1/3 Housing

Latimer

Frost Nichols

MKF028

Campbell Park

Campbell Park

Silbury Boulevard

MKDC

MKF029

Central Milton Keynes

B2.4 Central (Witan Court - former)

Witan Gate

Weedon Partnership with SOM

MKF030

Central Milton Keynes

C1.1 South (Gloucester House)

Silbury Boulevard

Conran Roche

MKF031

Central Milton Keynes

C1.1 South (Magistrates' Court)

Silbury Boulevard

Bucks County Council

MKF032

Central Milton Keynes

C1.2 South (County Court)

Silbury Boulevard

Conran Roche

✔

✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
Bucks County Council

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Coleshill Place

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Summerfield School

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Bradwell Common

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF025

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

COMMENTS

✔ ✔ ✔ Significant (and rare) Post-Modern scheme in MK with stylistic

influence from the Vanna Venturi House (Robert Venturi).
Recognised in Pevsner as "the boldest school of its date in MK"
(p515). Exquisitely detailed and maintained to a high quality in
accordance with the original design. Considered for Listing by
Historic England in 2017 but rejected due to lack of "significant
innovation or invention in planing and construction". It was
however recognised that it had "substantial local interest". The
boiler house chimney is on an axis across the city centre with the
portico of MK College on Leadenhall. Job architect (John Stewart)
was included in the RIBA "Forty Under Forty" exhibition in 1988.
Quirky design by an architect more widely known for his work with
housing developers. Pevsner (p516).
Significant early courtyard based private housing scheme - widely
published (eg Architect's Journal, August 1975) and its frequent
use in advertising to set the modern design agenda for the
developing New Town. Pevsner (p557).
The major piece of designed parkland in the city, being a mixture
of the formal and informal, complete with cricket pitch and
performance arena, woodland walks and other areas. Designed to
function as a setting for sculptures and the Register entry should
include Chain Reaction (Ray Smith), which was paid for by MKDC
with contributions from various contractors who helped to build
the city. Pevsner (p517).
Now called Witan Studios. Stone clad scheme of walk-up offices
around a central courtyard. Significant for the involement of SOM,
at a time when they were working upon the Broadgate
Development in London. The best office group that was not
designed by either MKDC or its staff once they had moved into
private practice. Pevsner (p496).
Commissioned by the Institute of Chartered Accountants as their
headquarters before they relocated elsewhere in CMK. One of the
first designs in MK by the practice established by Fred Roche and
ex-colleagues from MKDC. Atrium with wooden floor and barrel
vault. Architect's Journal (7 August 1985). Pevsner (p496).
One of the best buildings in Milton Keynes and one of the few
designed in the Post-Modern style. Buildings arranged around a
sheltered court and reflecting the use of grey granite in the public
infrastructure. High quality public lettering but currently (2018)
suffering from poor maintenance. Job architect (John Stewart)
was included in the RIBA "Forty Under Forty" exhibition in 1988.
Pevsner (p492).
Modest but elegant combination of glazing and Portland Stone
within a simple rectangular form. Pevsner (p492).

AREA

SCHEME

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

Central Milton Keynes

C1.3/C1.4 South (Norfolk and Ashton Houses)

Silbury Boulevard

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF034

Central Milton Keynes

C2.1 Central - East (Regency Court)

Upper Fifth Street

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF035

Central Milton Keynes

C2.2/3 Central (Fred Roche Gardens)

Upper Fifth Street

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF036

Central Milton Keynes

C3.4 (Post House - former)

Saxon Gate

Conran Roche

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF037

Central Milton Keynes

C3.4 Central (Church of Christ the Cornerstone)

Saxon Gate

Planning Design Development Ltd

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF038

Central Milton Keynes

C3.4 North And South (Northgate and Southgate Houses

Saxon Gate

Conran Roche

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF039

Central Milton Keynes

C4.4/D4.1 (Sentry House (former) and Saxon Court)

Saxon Gate

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

MKF040

Central Milton Keynes

D1.4 (Lloyds Court)

Silbury Boulevard

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

REF
MKF033

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

CMK2:Architect MKDC

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

Dramatic pair of offset mirror glass clad buildings stepping down
the slope of Silbury Boulevard, either side of a central landscaped
garden. An upper square contains a public garden and reflecting
pool with Octo (Wendy Taylor) which was Listed in 2016. The
interpenetration of the buildings by the porte cochere routes is an
important part of the composition in illustrating the way in which
pedsestrian circulation was conceived in the planning of CMK.
Pevsner (p497).
The first scheme in CMK of independent "walk-up" office units
intended for smaller occupiers, distinguished by its stone cladding
and bronze glazing. The simple internal courtyard, centred upon
the porte cochere footpath route through this part of CMK, should
be part of the Register entry but not Sovereign Court (the office
block bordering it to the west) which is considered to be a poorer
design. Pevsner (p496).
✔ Designed as a garden primarily for the use of workers in CMK,
particularly from the surounding offices. Original pergolas have
decayed and not been replaced and the fountain is awaiting either
removal or refurbishment. "Frozen contour" banking in the northeast corner forms a natural amphitheatre. Contains three
sculptures by Bernard Schottlander (3B Series No 2, 3B Series No 5
and 2M Series No 4) which should be included in the Register
entry. Pevsner (p496).
Now called Holiday Inn. First large hotel built in CMK as the initial
phase of the Central Business Exchange. Planned around atrium
with internal balconies giving access to bedrooms. The Register
entry should include The Space Beyond by Eilis O'Connell in
Exchange Square alongside, ewhich was erected to mark the 25th
annivesary of Milton Keynes. Pevsner (p495).
✔ Although not without its architectural critics due to its stark
difference to the general architectural style of CMK, the dome of
the Church forms a distinctive landmark and the clever cross (by
Alan Davies) can be read as such from any angle. Pevsner (p489).
Stylish and elegant office blocks that frame the Church - setbacks
of the upper floors with metal balconies lend a nautical air to the
designs. Pevsner (p496).
Twin low-rise office blocks that form a key gateway to CMK. Both
are centred around atria and the eastern building (Saxon Court)
was the first speculatively built office with an atrium to be built in
the UK. High quality handmade brick cladding where one might
have anticpated metal or mirror glass give the buildings a
distinctive appearance. Register entry shold include Essence by
Wendy Taylor adjacent to Saxon Court. Pevsner (p498).
✔ First building to be completed in CMK and set the standard for
what was to follow. Simple Miesian design with Cornish granite.
Black Horse by Dame Elisabeth Frink should be included in the
Register entry. Pevsner (p497).

✔

Central Milton Keynes

D4.2

South Eighth Street

MKDC

MKF043

Central Milton Keynes

D4.3

South Ninth Street

Spence and Webster

✔

✔ ✔

MKF044

Central Milton Keynes

E1.1 (Civic Offices)

Silbury Boulevard

Faulkner-Brown, Hendy, Watkinson, Stonor

✔

✔ ✔

MKF045

Central Milton Keynes

E1.2

North Eleventh Street

Derek Walker Associates

✔

✔ ✔

MKF046

Central Milton Keynes

E1.4 North (Eaton Mews)

North Twelfth Street

Wayland Tunley Associates

MKF047

Central Milton Keynes

E3.1/2 (Food Centre)

Secklow Gate

MKF048

Central Milton Keynes

Station Square

MKF049

Central Milton Keynes

MKF050

MKF051

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

Elder Gate

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

Winter Garden

Midsummer Boulevard

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

Central Milton Keynes

Grafton Park

Grafton Park

MKDC

Central Milton Keynes

Marlborough Gate Underpass

Marlborough Gate

MKDC

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

COMMENTS

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Distinctive landmark building that has a special place in the

MKF042

✔

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
BDP/Tibbalds Design

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Lower Ninth Street

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
D3.3 (The Point)

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Central Milton Keynes

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF041

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

✔ ✔

affections of many residents in its original use of nightclub,
restaurants and ten screen cinema (the first in the UK). The fact
that consent has been granted for demolition should not exclude
its inclusion in the Register. Pevsner (p495).
✔
Simple but elegant scheme of rental housing with an internal two
storey courtyard surrounded by three storeyed houses. Pevsner
(p497).
✔
Distinctive terraces with "rooms in the roof" (three storeys on the
Boulevard and North Row, two storeys in the middle) designed by
architects with a national reputation. Pevsner (p497).
✔
Massive composition that minimised external windows in a
reaction to the 1970s energy crisis. High quality hadmade brick
used throughout in both the offices and public areas, along with
wooden doors and frames, shows a detailing appropriate for a
civic building. Dramatic Council Chamber of unexpected volume in
the centre of the building. An unappreciated building with a
garden space at the rear that could be better utilised for public
benfit. Pevsner (p492).
✔
One of the few schemes within MK designed by the practice
established by MKDC's first Chief Architect. Distinctive front
façade with carports, some of which have been infilled. Pevsner
(p497).
✔
Competiton winning scheme with immaculate detailing. Pevsner
(p497).
✔
Innovative building that wraps two large retail units (originally
food superstores) and smaller units around a multi-storey car park.
High quality pedestrian route through car park on the porte
cochere route. Particulalry notable for the differing treatments to
each elevation - a rare feature in Central Milton Keynes. Pevsner
(p495).
✔
Dramatic, expansive space that forms the introduction to those
who arrive in Milton Keynes by train - a welcome release after the
confinement of the train. The three mirror clad buildings
surrounding the square form an elegant and appropriate
introduction to the city in general and CMK in particular - one
could not be anywhere else in the UK. Pevsner (p493).
✔ ✔ ✔ Unexpected hi-tech conservatory in the middle of a mixed use
office and leisure development. Abundant tropical planting and
water with wall-climber lift. Pevsner (p495).
✔
✔ Key pocket park that will come into its own once this part of CMK
is fully developed. Register entry to include Embrace by John
Wragge, the Dovecote and the stainless steel "Brian Milne" MKDC
benches.
✔
✔ Carefully designed link that frames the view into Campbell Park
from CMK for pedestrians and cyclists.

Darin Court

MKF056

Crownhill

Crownhill 4 Workshops

MKF057

Crownhill

MKF058

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Cochran Close

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Crownhill A1

Morrison Court

David Sim

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Downhead Park

Downhead Park 1

Mickleton

Melvin Lansley and Mark

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF059

Downhead Park

Downhead Park 5

Cornbury Crescent

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF060

Downhead Park

Downhead Park 9

Heythrop Close

Rob Hutson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF061

Downhead Park

Downhead Park 15

Thorneycroft Lane

Edward Cullinan Architects

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF062

Downhead Park

Downhead Park 16

Warmington Gardens

Denton Scott Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF063

Downhead Park

Downhead Park 17

Oakley Gardens

Martin Richardson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF064

Downhead Park

H5 (Grand Union Canal Bridge)

H5 (Portway)

MKDC

✔ ✔

✔

MKF065

Downhead Park

Quaker Centre

Oakley Gardens

Denton Tunley Scott

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF066

Downhead Park

Sudgrove House Sheltered Housing

Cornbury Crescent

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

Crownhill 3 Workshops

GEN5:Rarity

Crownhill

GEN4:Designer

MKF055

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

Denton Tunley Scott

GEN2:Group and Townscape

Vincent Avenue

GEN1:Design

Crownhill 1 Advance Factory Units

ART1:Artwork

Crownhill

✔

LAN1:Landscape

MKF054

EMP1:Employment Building

Hobbs, Corbey and Associates

RES5:Community Building

Dansteed Way

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

Crematorium (Willow Chapel)

RES3:Informal Layouts

Crownhill

RES2:Formal Layouts

MKF053

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
MacCormac and Jamieson

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Chapter

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Coffee Hall 5 (Chapter House)

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Coffee Hall

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF052

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS
Early well-published scheme that helped the architects to establish
a natoinal reputation. The profiled metal roof has been replaced
with concrete tiles without detriment to the overall composition.
Pevsner (p518). Widely published eg Building (29 Sept 1978).

✔ Low key, elegant design for a building that has an important place

within the community, albeit somewhat diminished following the
construction of Willow Chapel. Pevsner (p519).
The only private development of AFUs on land marketed by MKDC.
Strong contrast between the single storey office projections at the
front and the taller factory areas at the rear. Layout forms an
interesting comparison with MKDC developments of the same era.
Pevsner (p518).
Domestic scale workshops for this mixed residential/employment
gridsquare. Pevsner (p518).
Domestic scale with higher elements to mark the interface
between the residential and employment areas in the gridsquare.
Pevsner (p518).
MKDC placed particular emphasis upon providing people with the
opportunity to build their own homes through the provision of
individual building plots and land for self-build groups. This site
was developed by one of the latter to thoughtful, commercial
designs by a local architect who was the most frequent to be used
by individuals building their own homes. This site serves as an
exemplar for the city's self-build programme as a whole.
Competiton winning design with strong references to Frank Lloyd
Wright's Prairie Houses, picking up a theme prevalent in MK during
the early 1980s. Pevsner (p519).
Formal scheme embracing local park that terminates the formal
axis of housing from the gridsquares to the west and acts as a
counterpoint to the informality of the rest of the gridsquare.
Pevsner (p519).
Deep roof overhangs echo the Frank Lloyd Wright theme of the
adjoinging site (Downhead Park 1). Pevsner (p519).
Runt (four houses) of a distinctive larger scheme that proved
unpopular with the housebuying public. Design by architect with a
national reputation. Pevsner (p519).
Intricate scheme of split level houses with plentiful detailing that
responds to the contours of the site. Pevsner (p519).
Simple shapes and detailing, excellently executed by an architect
with a national reputation. Pevsner (p519).
High quality design for skew bridge crossing the canal.
Constructed in two phases with narrow gap between the two
carriageways. Chosen as an exemplar for all of the grid road
bridges in the city.
✔ Simple, elegant single storey meeting house appropriate for the
client. A counterpoint to the Church in Downs Barn by the same
architects.
Distinctive design for this one-off building type. Excellent
residents' lounge overlooking the gardens and Local Park.

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

Denton Tunley Scott

RES5:Community Building

Downs Barn Boulevard

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

Cross and Stable Ecumenical Centre

RES3:Informal Layouts

Downs Barn

RES2:Formal Layouts

MKF068

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
Planning Design Development Ltd

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Pannier Place

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Downs Barn

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Downs Barn

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF067

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ Old farm barn (which gives its name to the gridsquare) was

✔ ✔

✔

retainde and converted to be a sports pavilon.

MKF069

Downs Barn

Downs Barn 1

Clydesdale Place

MKDC

MKF070

Downs Barn

Downs Barn First School

Downs Barn Boulevard

Bucks County Council

MKF071

Eaglestone

Eaglestone E2

Fleming Drive

MKDC

MKF072

Emerson Valley

Hungerford House

Eastbury Court

MKDC

MKF073

Fenny Stratford

Watling Street Corner Site

Bristow Court

Colquhoun and Miller

MKF074

Fishermead

Fishermead 3

Mullion Place

MKF075

Fishermead

Fishermead 7

MKF076

Fishermead

MKF077

MKF078

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

Kernow Crescent

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

Fishermead C (Phase 1)

Vellan Avenue

Denton Tunley Scott

✔

✔ ✔

Fishermead

"Four Bridges"

H7 Chaffron Way/V7 Saxon Street MKDC

Fullers Slade

Fullers Slade Rental Housing

Weavers Hill

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ High quality development harking back to the medieval

arrangement of chuch, housing and adjoining workshops.
Beautiful, plentiful detailing. Tower is a local landmark funded
from MKDC's Tall Features budget. Illustrated in Building (21
August 1987) and other magazines. Pevsner (p520).
High quality scheme with excellent contrast between the black
timber of the pergolas and garage doors and the pale brickwork.
The terraces of three storey houses (originally with flat roofs) on
Mullen Avenue illustrate the orignal design intentions for the
scheme, subsequently changed to a two storey scheme with
pitched roofs from the outset. Pevsner (p519).
✔ Chosen as an exemplar of the domestic style schools built by Bucks
County Council - the design inspration was the house designed for
himself at Haddenham by the architect Peter Aldington.

Built as accommodation for nurses from the hospital. Mixture of
houses and flats in taller blocks. Carefully detailed. An unknown
scheme due to its relative isolation.
✔
Dinstinctive Lutyensesque scheme, Heritage register to include
bungalows for the elderly at the rear. Illustrated in Architect's
Journal (11 Sept 1985). Pevsner (p521).
✔
Scheme by architects with a national reputation. Each house on
this tight site has a small courtyard garden. Pevsner (p524).
✔
✔ The best of the Central Area Housing (CAH) "Three Storey Flat
Roof" schemes. Although the majority of the scheme has
subsequently had pitched roofs added, the corner blocks were of a
different construction and remain as built. Excellent relationship
of windows to walls. Included also as an exemplar of the CAH
three storey schemes. Pevsner (p524).
✔
Last MKDC scheme built for rent - three storeys with pitched roofs
from the outset curve round a local park and terminate the route
into Fishermead from the north. Pevsner (524).
✔ ✔
Intricate, carefully designed scheme of modest houses and
bungalows.
✔ ✔ ✔ The design of the connections between gridsquares is dependent
upon topography and usually takes the form of underpasses.
Uniquely, in this location, it was decided to have four matching
footbridges with the subsequent effect that "Four Bridges" is the
name that has been adopted by the bus companies for the near-by
bus stops. Also included as exemplars of the many footbridges
built throughout MK.
✔
✔ Early MKDC rental scheme that was important in establishing the
architectural reputation of the city. Long terraces (originally cedar
clad) set in copious parkland with no rear garden overlooked at
the back. Widely illustrated eg Architect's Journal (10 Sept 1975).
Pevsner (p525).

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

Essenden Court etcl

MKDC

MKF080

Galley Hill

Local Centre

Barford

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

MKF081

Galley Hill

Watling Way School

Galley Hill

Bucks County Council

✔

✔ ✔

MKF082

Granby

Granby Court

Granby Court

Kendrick and Lynn

MKF083

Granby

Zainabiya Islamic Centre

Peverel Drive

Barry Wright Partnership

MKF084

Grand Union Canal

The Broadwalk

Various

MKDC

MKF085

Great Holm

Fire Station

Haddon

Bucks County Council

MKF086

Great Holm

Great Holm 3

Southwick Court

MKDC

✔

MKF087

Great Holm

Great Holm 7

Alvington

MacCormac Jamieson and Prichard

✔

MKF088

Great Holm

Kam Tong Chinese Restaurant

Attingham Hill

Brian Walker Associates

MKF089

Great Holm

Macintyre Project

Haddon

Edward Cullinan Architects

MKF090

Great Holm

The Holm

Kensington Drive

MKDC

MKF091

Great Linford

Arts Workshops

Parklands

Donald Insall and Associates

MKF092

Great Linford

Great Linford 2

Middleton

Phippen Randall Parkes

✔

✔ ✔

MKF093

Great Linford

Great Linford 3A

Butlers Grove

Frost Nichols

✔

✔ ✔

MKF094

Great Linford

Great Linford 5

Hartley

Martin Richardson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔
✔

✔

✔ ✔
✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔
✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

GEN6:Communal Value

SCHEME
Galley Hill 1/2 Housing

GEN5:Rarity

AREA
Galley Hill

GEN4:Designer

REF
MKF079

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

CMK2:Architect MKDC

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

Tenure blind sale/rental housing scheme, the first designed under
Derek Walker's influence as Chief Architect for MKDC. Pevsner
(p525).
✔ ✔
First local centre - built alongside grid road (as envisaged in Plan
for MK) with a mix of shops, meeting place and a community
workshop. Pevsner (p525).
✔
Now called Queen Eleanor Primary School. First school built as
part of expansion and consciously sited to the street edge.
Register entry to include Climbing Frame ceramic sculpture by
John Watson. Included in English Heritage's "England's Schools
1962-88: A Thematic Study. Pevsner (p555).
✔
Tough scheme of single person flats arranged around five internal
courtyards and originally intended to be let to construction
workers. Largely unkown and under-appreciated.
✔
✔ First purpose-built mosque in MK with appropriate religious
detailing on the four towers.
✔
Broad avenue of poplar trees stetching eithers side of a footpath
from Giffard Park to Woughton on the Green.
✔
Cheerful Post-Modern design carefully integrated into the corner
of a residential gridsquare. Practice tower complete with sundial.
Pevsner (p526).
✔
The most decorative of all of the MKDC shared ownership
developments with plentiful Arts and Crafts images such as
shutters with cut-out hearts. Pevsner (p526).
✔
Carefully detailed scheme by architects with a national reputation.
Porches are particularly noteworthy. Pevsner (p526).
✔
One-off restaurant design overlooking Lodge Lake. Chinese design
and detailing appropriate for the use. Pevsner (p526).
✔
Design by architect with a national reputation, subsequently
modified by others but without detriment to the whole. Well
detailed with expressive use of timber. Example of the policy of
integrating social uses into the fabric of the city and not isolating
them. Pevsner (p526).
✔
Generous landscape strip around the top of the hill that forms the
gridsquare - now coming into its own as the planting is starting to
appear above the roofline. Pevsner (p526).
✔
✔ Sensitive development that forms part of a courtyard with the two
restored pavilions that frame the approach to the Manor. Pevsner
(p529).
✔
Design by firm with national reputation. Blocks of single storey
dwellings with internal courtyards that hark back to the same
architects' earlier (and more widely known) scheme at Hatfield
(The Hyde). Pevsner (p530).
✔
Simple, well-designed single storey dwellings arranged around
very tight parking courts.
✔
Designed by architect with national reputation. Terraced village
forms surround a garage courtyard. Pevsner (p530).
✔

AREA

SCHEME

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

Great Linford

Great Linford 9

Hazelwood

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF096

Great Linford

Great Linford 10

Kindleton

Martin Richardson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF097

Great Linford

Great Linford 12

France Furlong

MacCormac and Jamieson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF098

Great Linford

Great Linford 18

Campion

Stephen Gardiner

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF099

Great Linford

Memorial Hall

High Street

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF100

Great Linford

Pritchard Court Sheltered Housing

High Street

Martin Richardson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF101

Greenleys

Local Centre

Ardwell Lane

Ivor Smith Cailey Hutton

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF102

Heelands

Flintergill Court Sheltered Housing

Flintergill Court

Henning Larsen

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF103

Heelands

Heelands 3

Langcliffe Drive

Henning Larsen

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF104

Heelands

Heelands 5

Tranlands Brigg

MacCormac and Jamieson

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF105

Heelands

Heelands School

Glovers Lane

Bucks County Council

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF106

Heelands

Small Meeting Place

Glovers Lane

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

REF
MKF095

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

CMK2:Architect MKDC

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS
Award winning scheme widely recognised as one of the best rental
housing schemes in MK. Central courtyard of houses and car ports
is encircled by an outler layer of terraced houses. A masterful
composition. Illustrated in Architectural Review (October 1978).
Pevsner (p530).
Early scheme in which high quality architects were "matched" with
private developers by MKDC. Simple volumes with lean-tos by
architect with a national reputation. Pevsner (p529).
Scheme of village related housing by architect wiith a national
reputation. Cranked forms to reflect the adjacent road layout.
Pevsner (p529).
Simple barn-like blocks of pebbledash with dark stained boarding
at first floor level (said to reflect upturned boats) arranged aound
a courtyard. Designed by an architect more widely knowns for his
writings. Pevsner (p531).
One-off design in the Japanese style with much use of stained
timber. Pevsner (p531).
Well-detailed scheme with concrete lintels that sits delicately
poised between the village and Great Linford 5 (by the same
architect) which takes its access from the new road within the
gridsquare. Pevsner (p531).
Tall local centre with two stories of flats above the shops,
positioned alongside the grid road in the manner envisaged in the
Plan for Milton Keynes. The pitched roof is a later addition.
Supergraphic on the grid road side of the building is a notable
feature of the design, which is by architects with a national
reputation. Pevsner (p532).
Exquisite design by an architect with an international reputation,
inexplicably overlooked by Pevsner. White rendered external
walls surround a timberclad courtyard with conservatory. One of
the best buildings in MK.
One of the few schemes in MK by an architect with an
international, as opposed to a national, reputation. Courtyards of
white rendered monopitch houses with feature clay drainage pipes
to give ventilation to roofspace. Timber clad lean-to porches.
Much use of colour for the windows in the original design that has
been lost in reglazing with plastic units. Pevsner (p532).
Design by architect with a national reputation. Distinctive design
with dark brickwork and timber detailing Third storey pop-ups add
interest. Featured in Architect's Journal (9 Feb 1983). Pevsner
(p532).
Large monopitch roof cranked around south facing courtyard. Job
architect (John Stewart) was included in the RIBA "Forty Under
Forty" exhibition in 1988. Pevsner (p532).
Intricate design on an awkward corner site that provides strong
elevations on the public faces.

MKF108

Kents Hill

Futureworld Exhibition Site

Southbridge Grove

Various

MKF109

Kents Hill

Kents Hill First School

Birdlip Lane

Bucks County Council

MKF110

Kiln Farm

Kiln Farm 12 Workshops

Carters Lane

MKDC

MKF111

Kiln Farm

Kiln Farm 3 Advance Factory Units

Pitfield

MKF112

Kiln Farm

Kiln Farm 7

MKF113

Kiln Farm

MKF114

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
Greenhalg and Williams Partnership

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Frithwood Crescent

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Church of Christ the King

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Kents Hill

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF107

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

Pitfield

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

Steinburg Warehouse (former)

Pitfield

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

Kiln Farm

WD-40

Brick Close

Geoffrey Davies Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

MKF115

Knowlhill

Leica (former)

Davy Avenue

ECD Architects

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF116

Knowlhill

Pharmacia (former)

Davy Avenue

Hobbs Architects

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF117

Leadenhall

Leadenhall A

Fulwood Drive

Sebire Allsopp

✔ ✔

✔

MKF118

Leadenhall

Woughton Campus and Milton Keynes College

Rainbow Drive/Moorgate

Bucks County Council

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

COMMENTS

✔ Although the Foundation Stone was laid in June 1992 the design

✔

was approved by MKDC and, therefore, we feel that it should be
included as a "New Town" building given its significance within the
community.
It is accepted that the Exhibition (which took place in 1994) is
outside the scope of the Local Heritage Register exercise we feel
that the scheme is so exceptional that it should be included in
order to give it a level of protection whilst it is still intact.
Linear form with bold roof lanterns. Job architect (John Stewart)
was included in the RIBA "Forty Under Forty" exhibition in 1988.
Small scale high-tech workshops. Straightforward design using
ribbed steel, as per larger industrial units. Pevsner (p533).
Known colloquially as the "Yellow Boxes", these are some of the
most distinctive industrial units in MK. The pressed steel cladding
system with rubber gaskets was intended as a template for wider
adoption across the city (under the title of "System Building for
Industry") but it proved too expensive. Widely illustrated eg
Architect's Journal (22/29 December 1976) and used as an
advertising symbol for the New City. Pevsner (p533).
Sleek Miesian units bordering the Golf Course and a design
development of earlier, less-refined pavilion units in Wymbush
and Mount Farm. Pevsner (p534).
One of a pair with the warehouse for Butte Knit (demolished).
Sleek bronze glazing and cladding with bright yellow trusses below
the roofline. Widely illustrated eg Architetc's Journal (22/29
December 1976). Pevsner (p533).
Distinctive design based upon the company's headquarters in San
Diego and particularly notable for the large company logo (which,
although appearing to be brick to match the rest of the facade, is
cast concrete). Featured in Brick Bulletin (no2/1986). Pevsner
(p533).
Distinctive serrated roof design with north-light trusses, the most
overtly energy conscious development in the employment half of
the Energy Park (with Shenley Lodge). Many energy saving
features and designed by architects with a noted pedigree in this
sector. Pevsner (p534).
Dinstictive design of offices and warehouse like spreading fingers
from a central core. Banded brickwork and sheltering curved
roofs. Pevsner (p533).
Competition winning scheme for low-cost housing. Simple shapes
with profiled metal roofs, some of which have been replaced
subsequently with concrete tiles. Pevsner (p533).
Second building (after Stantonbury Campus) to provide dual use
leisure facilities as part of a large scale educational development.
Portico of the college is particularly noteworthy for its scale and
axial relationship across the city centre with the chimney of
Summerfield School, Bradwell Common. Pevsner (p534).

REF

AREA

SCHEME

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

MKF119

Linford Wood

Data Research Services Ltd

Danbury Court

Derek Walker Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF120

Linford Wood

DCC Ltd (former)

Sunrise Parkway

Geoffrey Davies Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF121

Linford Wood

Linford Forum

Rockingham Drive

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF122

Linford Wood

Linford Wood Business Park

Sunrise Parkway

Aukett

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF123

Linford Wood

Augat (former)

Sunrise Parkway

Geoffrey Davies Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF124

Linford Wood

Morgan Grenfell (former)

Rockingham Drive

Pringle Brandon

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF125

Loughton

Loughton 2

Specklands

Inskip and Jenkins

✔ ✔

✔

MKF126

Loughton

Loughton Grange

Whitworth Lane

David Tuckley Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF127

Loughton

Stretton House

23 Redland Drive

Feilden and Mawson

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

MKF128

Loughton

X Redland Drive

Redland Drive

Robert Macdonald Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF129

Milton Keynes Village

Broughton Fire Station

Hensman Gate

Bucks County Council

MKF130

Milton Keynes Village

Milton Keynes Village 1

Little Hame

MKF131

Milton Keynes Village

Milton Keynes Village 3

MKF132

Milton Keynes Village

MKF133
MKF134

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

MKDC

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Parneleys

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Milton Keynes Village S

Finch Close

Ed Seymour

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Mount Farm

Auckland Park

Auckland Park

Sansome Hall

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Mount Farm

Holophane

Bond Avenue

Gollins Melvin Ward and Partners

✔

✔ ✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape

GEN1:Design

ART1:Artwork

LAN1:Landscape

EMP1:Employment Building

RES5:Community Building

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

CMK2:Architect MKDC

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS
Crisp design at the entrance to the first employment gridsquare to
permit office development. Two storey portico addresses the
corner. Rare design from the practice of the former Chief
Architect to MKDC.
Now Silverbug. Sophisticated design with smoked glass canopy
and glazing to the office element. Instructive to compare the
design with the similar, but later, two storey built by the same
client but with a different architect on the adjacent site.
Small business units arranged around a two storey atrium woth
cladding in the manner of Central Milton Keynes. Pevsner (p534).
Designed as a consequence of the change in the Use Classes Order
to permit "B1" development in employment areas. Crisply
designed, steel clad with blue glass and a development of the
same architect/client's scheme in Kembrey Park, Swindon.
Pevsner (p534).
Now Panasonic. Single storey Miesian design with colonnade,
smoked glass and cream panels .
Now Pulsant. Distinctive design with external steelwork. Pevsner
(p534).
Simple volumes with inset stained timber panelling at first floor by
a firm of architects with a national reputation but more known for
their conservation work.
One-off curved design on a scheme of building plots overlooking
the Equestrian Centre. Pevsner (p537).
Reconstruction of Tudor timber framed house rescued by MKDC
from Stretton on Dunsmore (Warwickshire) where it was
threatened with demolition. Included as part of a package with
adjacent land to ensure its reconstruction as part of a larger
scheme of sale housing. Pevsner (p537).
Distinctive one-off design on an individual building plot borrowing
motifs from Deanery Gardens, Sonning by Sir Edwin Lutyens.
Homely design typical of the output from Bucks County Council in
the 1970s.
Dinstictive scheme of L-shaped monopitch single storey dwellings
enclosing private gardens, owing a debt to the work of Jorn Utzon
in Denmark. Pevsner (p538).
Village-related scheme of small single storey dewllings with private
courtyards and parking grouped under a communal carport.
Pevsner (p538).
Small close of housing for the staff of the adjacent fire station by
former MKDC architect. Brick with timber cladding to upper
floors.
Unique example of scheme of employment units developed upon
non-MKDC land. Pevsner (p538).
Distinguished building from the MKDC era but developed privately
on non-MKDC land. Pevsner (p538).

MKF137

New Bradwell

Grand Union Canal Aqueduct

V6 Gafton Street

Pell Frischman

MKF138

New Bradwell

Permayne Housing

Permayne

MKDC

✔

MKF139

New Bradwell

Spencer Street Refurbishment

Spencer Street

Phippen Randall Parkes

✔

MKF140

Newlands

Tree Cathedral

Livingstone Drive

MKDC

MKF141

Oldbrook

NHBC Offices (former)

Boycott Avenue

Robert Macdonald Associates

MKF142

Oldbrook

Oldbrook 1

Shackleton Place

MKDC

✔

MKF143

Oldbrook

Oldbrook 2

Sutcliffe Avenue

Colquhoun and Miller

✔

MKF144

Oldbrook

Oldbrook 6

Oldbrook Boulevard

MKDC

✔

MKF145

Oldbrook

Oldbrook E

Barrington Mews

Wayland Tunley Associates

✔

MKF146

Oldbrook

Pavilion and Service Buildings

Oldbrook Green

MKDC

MKF147

Oldbrook

Templar House (former)

Boycott Avenue

Tuckley Walker

MKF148

Oldbrook

The Cricketers Public House

Oldbrook Boulevard

David Byrne Associates

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

COMMENTS

Widelly acknowledged as the best MKDC scheme of mass rental
housing, and seen as a reaction to the linear forms previoulsy
adopted in eg Netherfield. The Register entry should include the
distinctive street signs for each courtyard. Widely published eg
Building Design (1 Dec 1978). Pevsner (p539).
✔ ✔
✔
The most well-known of the mass rental housing estates of the
mid 1970s and often used as a symbol for the New City.
Distinctive design, although some terreces have been changed
with new cladding and the addition of pitched roofs. Register entry
to include the Sheltered Housing (Buckland Court) and the meeting
place. Widely published eg Architect's Journal (10 December
1975). Pevsner (p539).
✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔ Rare modern aqueduct designed to the same high standard as the
other highway infrastructure throughout the city. Pevsner (p541).
✔ ✔
✔
Replacement for derelict terraced housing constructed in the
modern idiom. Pitched roofs are a later addition that does not
mar the composition.
✔ ✔
✔
Exemplary restoration of Victorian terraced housing by a cooperative. Pevsner (p541).
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ The only example of such a feature in the UK apart from the one at
Whipsnade. Pevsner
✔ ✔
✔
Now Idealcombi. Small, distinguished standalone office building.
Circular first floor terrace has been sympathetically infilled.
✔ ✔
✔
The final rental mass housing scheme by MKDC showing the full
evolution of the three storey terraced form into buildings with
integral pitched roofs. Includes the units on Shackleton Place that
back onto the Cricket Green which were the first iteration of the
designs subsequently used elsewhere (g Bardwell Common) in
which smaller units were combined to make distinctive pavilions.
Pevsner (p542).
✔ ✔
✔
Distingusished scheme by architects with a national reputation.
Particularly notable for the big gridded windows at the ends of
some of the terraces (some of which still remain) and the crinklecranckle walls to the rear gardens. Featured in Architect's Journal
(9 February 1983). Pevsner (p542).
✔ ✔
✔
Subsequent development of the pavilion forms used at Bradwell
Common 4. Pevsner (p542).
✔ ✔
✔
✔ Small scheme of flats with distinguished rear courtyard with
vertical timber balcony railings. "Bee" sculpture on the roof
references the logo of the developers (Beazer Homes).
✔ ✔
✔
Quirky, distinctive buildings with service installations, maintenance
deport and cricket pavilion.
✔ ✔
✔
Now Gracechurch. Distictive office block for the Barron Knights
pop group.
✔ ✔
✔
Elegant building by ex-MKDC architect. Register entry to include
stained glass on a cricketing theme by Brian Milne. (Pevsner
(p543).
✔ ✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

MKDC

GEN5:Rarity

Farthing Grove etc

GEN4:Designer

Netherfield Housing and Local Centre

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

Netherfield

GEN2:Group and Townscape

MKF136

✔

GEN1:Design

DESIGNER
MKDC

ART1:Artwork

ADDRESS
Currier Drive

LAN1:Landscape

SCHEME
Neath Hill, 1,3 and 5

EMP1:Employment Building

AREA
Neath Hill

RES5:Community Building

REF
MKF135

SELECT THREE (MIN)
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RES3:Informal Layouts

RES2:Formal Layouts

RES1:Public Realm

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC
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CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

✔

AREA

SCHEME

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

Peartree Bridge

Peartree Bridge 1

Waterside

MKDC

MKF150

Peartree Bridge

Triceratops

Waterside

Bill Billings

MKF151

Pennyland

Pennyland 1

Leopard Drive

MKDC

MKF152

Pennyland

Pennyland 4

Skeats Wharf

Trevor Denton Wayland Tunley

MKF153

Pineham

Cotton Valley Sewage Works

V11 Tongwell Street

MKDC

MKF154

Rooksley

Rooksley 2, 3 and 4 Advance Factory Units

Precedent Drive

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF155

Rooksley

Texas Homecare (former)

Patriot Drive

Roger Hobbs and Partners

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF156

Shenley Church End

Local Centre

Benbow Court

Planning Design Development Ltd

✔

✔

MKF157

Shenley Church End

Church of St Edward the Confessor

Burchard Crescent

Horsley, Huber and Associates

✔

✔

MKF158

Shenley Church End

Shenley Church End 3A

Gramwell

Denton Tunley Scott

✔

✔

MKF159

Shenley Church End

Shenley Church End 5B

Matthew Court

MacCormac Jamieson and Prichard

✔

✔

MKF160

Shenley Lodge

EnergyWorld

Cadman Square

MKDC and others

✔

✔

MKF161

Shenley Lodge

Shenley Lodge F

Faraday Drive

Feilden Clegg Design

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value
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GEN5:Rarity
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SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

Sinuous three storey devlopment overlooking the Grand Union
Canal and Linear Park beyond that demonstrates that MKDC were
keen to ensure that the best sites were not reserved purely for
sale housing. The only MKDC "flat roof" scheme to remain as
designed. Pevsner (p545).
✔ Noted sculpture by community artist made together with local
children. Occasional repainting involving children adds to
communal vale. Pevsne (p545).
Noted scheme of rental housing which was the first to be laid out
to maximise solar orientation and minise energy consumption, a
particular trend throught the work of MKDC. Pevsner (p545).
Competiton winning scheme design in which most of the plots
have individual moorings. Varied canal edge conditions ranging
from a hard quayside to grass banks. Pevsner (p545).
✔
Unexpected Miesian form for one of the first buildings designed by
MKDC and intended to demonstrate to the wider world the care
that would be taken over the design of all buildngs within the city.
Rejected for Listing by Historic England in 2016. Pevsner (p545).

The apogee of MKDC's sophisticated designs for standalone
Advance Factory Units with ribbed steel and mirror glass cladding.
Now subsequently divided into a number of units. One of the
largest retail warehouses of its time and notable for the pavilion
form of the roof design, which is especially important given that
the building is seen from above from the adjacent grid road.
Although the building has been subdivided and disfigured by new
entrance porticos this does not attract from the overall view of the
roofscape.
✔
✔
Distinctive local centre and particularly notable for the way in
which servicing is incorporated into the overall design and not
hidden out of the way. Distinctive dendritic steelwork supports to
the roof from concrete clad columns. Pevsner (p547).
✔
✔ Distinctive roof feature funded from MKDC's Vertical Features
budget. Pevsner (p547).
✔
✔
Split-level scheme, orignally designed for shared ownership by
MKDC but subsequently built for sale by a private developer.
✔
✔
Scheme by architects with a national reputation. Stained timber
panels to first floor and big ground floor lean-tos. Pevsner (p547).
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Site of major international housing exhibition focussed upon
energy conservation and developing upon MKDC's pioneering
work in the field: led ultimately to the introduction of the National
Homes Energy Rating system. Register entry should include the
local shop and meeting place, sundial and distinctive fencing
designed for the exhibition, but not houses on plots that were
developed after the exhibition. The exhibition was visited by
Margaret Thatcher whilst PM. Pevsner (p548).
✔ ✔ ✔
Scheme of houses with quadruple glazing designed by architects
with a national reputation and adjacent to the houses that they
designed and were part of the EnergyWorld exhibition village.
Pevsner (p548).

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

Redwood Gate

Hutton Nichols and Partners

MKF163

Shenley Wood

Shenley Pavilions

Chalkdell Drive

Planning Design Development Ltd

MKF164

Simpson

Simpson 1

Warren Bank/Chandler Court

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

MKF165

Simpson

Simpson 2

Old Groveway

Phippen Randall Parkes

✔

✔ ✔

MKF166

Simpson

Simpson 3

Lissel Road

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

MKF167

Simpson

Simpson 4

Hanmer Road

Peter Womersley

✔

✔ ✔

MKF168

Simpson

Youth Activity Centre

Simpson

Bucks County Council

✔

✔ ✔

MKF169

Springfield

Springfield Court

Ravensbourne Place

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

MKF170

Stacey Bushes

Housing for the Elderly

Burtree Close

David Byrne Associates

MKF171

Stacey Hill

Concrete Cows

MK Museum

Liz Leyh

MKF172

Stantonbury

Campus and Local Centre

Purbeck

Bucks County Council

MKF173

Stantonbury

Stantonbury 6

Walshs Manor

Gillespie, Kidd and Coia

MKF174

Stony Stratford

Cofferidge Close

High Street

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔
✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔
✔ ✔ ✔
✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

GEN6:Communal Value
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Low cost housing arranged along an internal street - unique in
Milton Keynes.
✔
Larger, and more domestic looking version of Linford Forum with
units arranged in four wings under a big roof and atrium.Pevsner
(p548).
✔
✔ A significant place in the architectural history of MK. Warren Bank
was the first housing to be built as part of the New Town and prior
to the appointment of Derek Walker as Chief Architect: it gives a
hint of what the design of the city could have been like without
him. The houses in Chandler Court are similar to those used first
at Bradville and then at Tinkers Bridge and were an early scheme
developed under Walker. Pevsner (p549).
✔
Distinctive scheme by architects with a national reputation with
the roofs of the lower flats forming terraces for the floor above.
Widely published eg Building Design (October 21, 1977). Pevsner
(p550).
✔
Distinctive early scheme designed and built for sale by MKDC. All
alterations have been made in sympathy with the original
architecture.
✔
Rare scheme of sale housing by an architect with a national
reputation - an example of the way in which MKDC was seeking to
raise the standard of sale housing by encouraging developers to
use good architecs. Distinctive monopitch roofs and upstairs living
rooms.
✔
Good scheme by the Council Council architects in their later period
prior to privatisation.
✔
High quality sheltered housing scheme with noted internal
corridor. Set a benchmark for future schemes and widely admired.
Pevsner (p550).
✔
A rare Post-Modern housing scheme in MK, designed by a former
MKDC architect.
✔ ✔ ✔ The original herd (see Bancroft) relocated to the Museum to
ensure their protection.
✔
✔ Mould breaking development - the largest comprehensive school
in the country at the time of construction. Register entry to
include the adjacent church, medical centre, local centre and
ceramic wall artwork Bicycle Wall by John Watson. Pevsner
(p551).
✔
Scheme by architects with a national reputation. Long terraces
cranked around an internal parking and garden court. Includes
two separate blocks of specialist rental housing. Pevsner (p551).
✔
High quality retail/office scheme inserted into the fabric of the
historic coaching town. The removal of part of the colonnades
precluded Listing. Notable for the way in which the service areas
are incorporated in to the parking areas without detriment to
either. Plentiful detailing. Pevsner (p555).
✔

AREA

SCHEME

ADDRESS

DESIGNER

Stony Stratford

Great Ouse Bridge

A5 Trunk Road

? (Department of Transport)

MKF176

Stony Stratford

Library

Church Street

Bucks County Council

MKF177

Stony Stratford

Magdalen House Sheltered Housing

Magdalen Close

MKDC

MKF178

The Bowl

The National Bowl

V4 Watling Street

MKDC

MKF179

Tilbrook

Roehm (former)

Bradbourne Drive

Planning Design Development Ltd

✔

✔ ✔

MKF180

Tilbrook

SKF (former)

Bradbourne Drive

Planning Design Development Ltd

✔

✔ ✔

MKF181

Tongwell

Tongwell 1 AFUs

Maryland Road

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

MKF182

Two Mile Ash

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

The High Street

John Parker and Associates

✔

MKF183

Two Mile Ash

Church of the Holy Cross

The High Street

Victor Farrar and Associates

✔

MKF184

Two Mile Ash

Local Shop

The High Street

MKDC

MKF185

Two Mile Ash

Two Mile Ash 4

Clay Hill

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

MKF186

Two Mile Ash

Two Mile Ash 5

Beretun/Elthorpe

Neylan and Ungless

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF187

Two Mile Ash

Two Mile Ash 6/6A

Chardacre

Colquhoun and Miller

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF188

Walnut Tree

Hindhead Knoll Open Space

Hindhead Knoll

MKDC

✔ ✔

✔

MKF189

Walnut Tree

The Tawny Owl

Fyfield Barrow

David Byrne Associates

✔ ✔

✔

MKF190

Walnut Tree

Walnut Tree 1/2

Lichfield Down

Phippen Randall Parkes

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF191

Walnut Tree

Walnut Tree 15A

Birdlip Lane

Robert Macdonald Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKF192

Walnut Tree

Walnut Tree 3

Tamarisk Court

Colquhoun and Miller

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔
✔ ✔
✔

✔ ✔

✔
✔

GEN6:Communal Value
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GEN1:Design
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Where the A5 leaves the embankment as it curves around north
Stony Stratford, it crosses the Ouse and its floodplain on an in-situ
concrete bridge. Supported on concrete piers that follow the
curve, the bridge is functional but dramatic, especially in the
setting sun.
✔
High quality barn-like structure - simple but well detailed with
excellent public areas. Pevsner (p554).
✔
Two storey red brick sheltered housing with borrowed light from
first floor circulation to ground floor circulation; pleasant
communal areas. Sits well adjacent to three storey red brick
housing in Magdalen Closebuilt at the same time.
✔ ✔ ✔ Large outdoor performance venue created from the disposal of
surplus spoil from the various construction sites in MK. Pevsner
(p487).
✔
Now Red Bull. Modest employment building with glazed barrel
vault. Has been repainted in the corporate colours of the current
occupier.
✔
Now Red Bull. Signicant industrial building with galzed rounded
corners with brises soliel. Originally white, has been repainted in
the corporate colours of the current occupier.
✔
Only surviving industrial scheme (as opposed to individual units)
clad with horizontally ribbed steel)
✔
Distinctive landmark church designed in the manner of a Frank
Lloyd Wright "Prairie House". Pevsner (p558).
✔
Modest but distinctive church forming an integral part of the main
commercial area within the gridsquare. Pevsener (p558).
✔
Distinctive local shop on an island in the middle of the bifurcated
High Street. Register entry to include the "sun" feature on each
gable.
✔
Good shared ownership scheme with careful brick detailing and
inset arch features over the front ground floor windows and doors.
✔

Scheme by architects with a national reputation. Particualrly
notable for the timber deetailing along the front boundaries to
give separation from the street.
Scheme by architects with a national reputation. Big sheltering
hipped roofs and pergolas to front gardens.
Significant open space associated with local centre and of similar
dimensions to Horsefair Green in Stony Stratford.
Notable design under wide sheltering roof, in the manner of the
earlier pub by the same architect in Great Holm.
Good scheme that helped to set the template for the gridsquare.
Simple shapes with timber gables. Incorporates shop and small
meeting place.
Good, simple scheme with notable blocks of flats with large
overhang sheltering access to the first floor.
Scheme by architects with a national reputation. Bright red bricks
and sheltering roofs, tied together with connecting pergolas
between buildings in the manner of schemes elsewhere in MK by
the same architects.

MKF194

Walton

Hoechst

Walton Manor

H Sieperman

MKF195

Walton Hall

Open University

Walton hall

Various

MKF196

West Rooksley

Mini Grand Prix Circuit (former)

Garratt Drive

Jonathan Ball

MKF197

Willen

Peace Pagoda

Willen Lake Park

Minoru Okha with Tom Hancock

MKF198

Willen

Sangha

Willen Lake Park

Minoru Okha(?)

MKF199

Willen

Willen B

Oaktree Court

MKF200

Willen

Willen N

Smabridge Walk

MKF201

Willen

Willen Priory

Milton Road

Ivor Smith and Cailey Hutton

MKF202

Willen

Willen S

Corbett Close

Robert Macdonald Associates

MKF203

Willen

Labyrinth

North Willen Park

MKDC

MKF204

Willen Park

Camphill Trust

Japonica Lane

Feilden Clegg Design

MKF205

Willen Park

Willen Park 1

Verdon Drive

Colquhoun and Miller

MKF206

Willen Park

Willen Park 2

Hobart Crescent

MacCormac and Jamieson

MKF207

Wolverton

The Agora

Church Street

MKDC

MKF208

Wolverton

Train Mural

Grand Union Canal

Bill Billings

MKF209

Woodhill

Woodhill Prison

Wisewood Road

MKF210

Woolstone

Local Centre and Offices

Mill Lane

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

GEN5:Rarity

GEN4:Designer

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

GEN2:Group and Townscape
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Heronsgate Combined School
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✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Robert Macdonald Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Robert Macdonald Associates

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

PSA Projects/RMJM

✔

✔ ✔

✔

MKDC

✔

✔ ✔

✔

COMMENTS

✔ Now Heronsgate School. Refinement of earlier school designs.

Feature tower forms a local landmark. Included in English
Heritage's "England's Schools 1962-88: A Thematic Study. Pevsner
(p559).
One of the first employment buildings to be erected in MK and
notable as the site of a major legal case that determined how land
values were to be calculated following compulsory purchase
(Myers v Milton Keynes Development Corporation). Pevsner
(p559).
We feel that, based upon the Pevsner entry (p559), there will be
buildings that ought to form part of the Register. However we do
not have a detailed knowledge of the Campus so are unable to
make formal proposals for particular buildings.
Red and white tented roof for the former Mini Grand Prix circuit
(now go karts).
First peace pagoda in the Western world, located in MK following
resistance to the original proposal to site a feature in Highgate
Cemetery. Pevsner (p562).
Home of the monks who tend the adjacent Peace Pagoda. Raked
Zen Garden at rear with modest stupa. Pevsner (p562)
Distinguished development of retirement homes with timber
detailing to the balconies. Pevsner (p563).
Barn like houses in an appropriate idiom at the heart of the hamlet
of Willen. Pevsner (p563).
Excellent extension carefully crafted on ot the former vicarage.
Pevsner (p562).
Courtyard of houses - simple shapes and immaculatley detailed.
Pevsner (p563).
Maze cut into the turf with four bronze faces (by Tim Minett) at
the cardinal points of the compass. Pevsner (p562).
Designed by architects with a national reputation. Community for
people with learning difficulties and other special needs. Includes
bedrooms, community rooms and meeting hall with plentiful
timber detailing.
Scheme by architects with national repution. Main street lined by
powerful gables akin to a stage set. Pevsner (p563).
Good, modest scheme by architect with national reputation.
Simple shapes, stained timber and upstairs lounges to houses
fronting adjacent canal. Register entry to include brick pillars on
Willen Park Avenue that mark entry into the gridsquare from
Bolbeck Park. Pevsner (p563).
Powerful building with tough detailing that cuts across the historic
grid within the town. Planning consent granted for demolition but
an important building nonetheless. Pevsner (p566).
One of the longest murals in Britain, on the side of the Railway
Works alongside the canal.
New, short-lived style of prison with inmates housed within
triangular blocks around atria. Pevsner (p566).
Converson of existing barn for shop (now offices) and new small,
single storey offices. Pevsner (p568).

Woolstone

Woolstone K

MKF216

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Inskip and Jenkins

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Pattison Lane

Trevor Denton Wayland Tunley

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Butterfield Close

Hughes and Bicknell

✔

✔ ✔

✔

Woughton on the Green Mahaddie House

2 The Green

Andrew Mahaddie

✔ ✔

✔

MKF217

Woughton on the Green Woughton B

Lucas Place

John Winter and Associates

✔ ✔

✔

MKF218

Woughton on the Green Woughton Pavilion and Depot

Newport Road

MKDC

✔ ✔

✔

MKF219

Wymbush

Garamonde Drive

MKDC

✔ ✔

✔

Wymbush 1 Advance Factory Units

✔
✔
✔

✔

GEN6:Communal Value

MKF215

✔ ✔

GEN5:Rarity

Woolstone B

GEN4:Designer

Woolstone

GEN3:Innovation and Influence

MKF214

GEN2:Group and Townscape

Ambrose Court

GEN1:Design

Woolstone 3

ART1:Artwork

Woolstone

✔

LAN1:Landscape

MKF213

EMP1:Employment Building

Aldington Craig and Collinge

RES5:Community Building

Rendlesham

SELECT THREE (MIN)

RES4:Individual House

Woolstone 2

RES3:Informal Layouts

Woolstone

RES2:Formal Layouts

MKF212

RES1:Public Realm

DESIGNER
Tom Hancock?

CMK5:Arch 1980-92 Private

ADDRESS
Newport Road

CMK4:Arch 1970s Private

SCHEME
Silverstone House

CMK3:Architect Bucks CC

AREA
Woolstone

CMK2:Architect MKDC

REF
MKF211

CMK1:Public Realm

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

Distinguished tower house and adjoining barns converted for
offices.
Distinctive split monpitch roofed houses with lineage to the
celebrated scheme by the same architects in Bledlow.
Recommended for Conservation Area status by C20 Society.
Pevsner (p568).
Good scheme by architect with a national reputation more widely
known for their conservation work.
Finnish timber framed houses with varied extensions at ground
floor. Stained stimber and good detailing. Illustrated in Architect's
Journal (10 July 1985). Pevsner (p568).
High quality, well detailed scheme, with plain clay tile roofs,
consistent with the nearby Rectory by William Butterfield. Pevsner
(p568).
Single house for his own occupation by an MKDC architect more
noted for his work on city structure.
Noted scheme by an architect with a national reputation. Widely
published eg Building Design (21 October 1977). Pevsner (p570).
✔ Dinstinctive Chinoiserie sports pavilion and adjoining depot. Big
curved roof. Featured on the cover of the Architect's Journal (15
Sept 1982).
Distinctive Chinoiserie sports pavilion and adjoining depot. Big
curved roof. Featured on the cover of the Architect's Journal (15
Sept 1982).

SPECIAL CHARACTER AREAS
The entries listed in the previous pages are, by and large, single schemes or buildings with a single architect. In addition we think that the register
should contain a number of “Special Character Areas” which span a number of different sites and where the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts, particularly in the way that they tell the story of Milton Keynes. We therefore propose the following (NB we have not identified individual
schemes or architects but are happy to do so if necessary):

REF

SCHEME

COMMENTS

MKF220

Citywide Infrastructure

MKF221

Central Milton Keynes – Classic
Infrastructure

MKF222

Central Milton Keynes – D1.1-D1.4

MKF223

Central Milton Keynes – Green Frame

The original street furniture installed by Milton Keynes Development Corporation
was part of a carefully considered package – some of which were off the shelf items
and some of which were purpose designed. We are concerned about the way that
this cohesion has been eroded by unsympathetic replacements – in particular for
the gridroad signage with its square section columns (which, we believe, is unique
to MK) and the square section lighting columns within the gridsquares. We accept
that it is impossible to list all of these items individually, however they are clearly the
type of feature appropriate for inclusion within the Heritage Register, although we
are uncertain about how this should be achieved. One solution could be to have a
standard infrastructure handbook that is agreed following public consultation. This
is a key, important issue as a consequence of the continunig renewal programme
that is underway at present.
This is the infrastructure as defined in the CMK Business Neighbourhood Plan. It is
essential to the structure of the city centre and should be recognised as an entry of
the Heritage Register in its own right.
These four blocklets form the first phase of development in CMK and the detailed
design of the infrastructure (eg the quadrant planters and parking kerbs) was
changed as lessons were learnt and development progressed. It is important that
the original infrastructure design remains to demonstrate the original design
intention at the outset.
The landscaped frame to CMK – essentially the grid road corridors of H5 Portway
and H6 Childs Way between the Canal and Railway line - is essential to the
character of the city centre, as are the crossings (always at grade on the CMK side)

MKF224

Eaglestone - North

MKF225

Great Holm – Kensington Drive

MKF226

Great Linford – Cricket Green and
surrounding development

into the adjacent gridsquares, by either footbridges or underpasses. It will be
necessary to define this accurately on a plan which, we would suggest, in done in
consultation with the community.
The northern half of Eaglestone (ie the housing designed by Ralph Erskine as well
as the Local Centre, Harrier Court housing and Falconhurst School) has been the
subject of a detailed study by Historic England with a recommendation that it be
designated a Conservation Area. We support this but would add the Local Park
and Griffin sculpture by Lesley Bonner.
By the time that development started in Great Holm in the early 1980s MKDC had
properly hit its stride. Its own housing had abandoned the idea of flat roofs and it
was no longer table to build rental housing, so it turned instead to shared
ownership and two storey forms that would appeal to the market (but still using a
mix of its own architect and those in private practice). At the same time Milton
Keynes was a prosperous place to develop and the Corporation was able to use its
influence as landowner to secure high quality designs from those to whom it sold
land. This period coincided with a review of the way in which gridsquares were
structured and the concept of a Main Local Route (which would thread from
gridsquare to gridsquare and contain the main movement routes and facilities) was
developed. No single gridsquare demonstrates this more successfully than Great
Holm and, whilst we think that it would be appropriate to include the whole
gridsquare on the Register to ensure that it is properly recognised, we would
accept a lesser designation of the Main Local Route (ie Kensington Drive) and the
developments along it including Holmwood School, Hilltop Medical Centre, the
Kensington Public House (formerly The Grebe), the housing (including Petworth
House Sheltered Housing), the Small Meeting Place, local Park, Obelisk feature and
the Macintyre Centre. We are uncertain as to whether the “red line” would be
drawn around purely those buildings fronting the Drive or would be extended to
include the balance of each scheme as appropriate.
The cricket pitch is the heart of the quintessential English village and the pitch in
Great Linford is surrounded by a number of high quality developments with houses
by MacCormac, Jamieson and Prichard, Tuckley Walker and others as well as an
excellent cricket pavilion by MKDC.

MKF227

Linford Wood

MKF228

Neath Hill/Pennyland Local Centre

MKF229

Springfield – MKDC Housing

MKF230

Woughton on the Green

The change in planning regulations in the 1980s that led to the introduction of the
B1 Use Class presaged the construction of “high tech” units combining offices
within the Employment gridsquares for the first time. It was an important step
change in the development of MK and Linford Wood was chosen as the first
location for such units (having been originally designated for housing). It has a very
good collection of buildings and, whilst disfigured to a certain extent by the later
addition of security fencing, we believe that it is appropriate for further
consideration as a whole.
The Neath Hill Local Centre is widely admired as one of the best in MK both
through its design and the way that it responds to the grid road in the manner
envisaged in the Plan for Milton Keynes. However, we think that the Heritage entry
should include the development within Pennyland (the Sovereign Medical Centre
and Sovereign Lodge Sheltered Housing) as well as the connecting bridge cum
underpass and bus stops.
The three schemes designed by MKDC (Springfield 1, 2 and 3) show incredible
variety and thoughtfulness with 17 individual housetypes, with living
accommodation arranged to capture the sun. It is a level of sophistication that was
not exhibited elsewhere on such a scale by MKDC and deserves to be recognised
as such.
The new housing in Woughton on the Green is of a consistently high standard and,
in our discussions we came to the conclusion that, rather than identify individual
schemes, it would make sense to include the whole area of new development in the
Register ie Goodman Gardens and all the development accessed from Baskerfield
Grove

